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Abstract

Full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method has been used to calibrate isomer
shift for the keV414 −.  resonant transition in Fe57 . Augmented plane waves and local
orbitals were used for the valence electrons. For the correlation and exchange potentials a
generalized gradient approximation has been adopted. Calculations have been performed for

the following compounds: )4(FeF 22 mnm/P , )3(FeCl2 mR
_

, )13(FeBr2 mP
_

, )13(FeI2 mP
_

,

)3(FeF3 cR
_

, )3TiFe( mPm
_

 and )3Fe( mIm
_

. Strong on-site Coulomb interactions in the Fe d3
shell of halides were taken into account by applying the Hubbard repulsion parameter U  and
the on-site exchange interaction constant J . The isomer shift calibration constant of

-13 s mm a.u. 2910α .−=  has been obtained. The nuclear quadrupole moment of the excited
nuclear state involved was found as b 170.Q += .

1. Introduction

Mössbauer spectroscopy is one of the few methods being able to sample electric monopole
interaction on the resonant nucleus via the hyperfine interactions. The sensitivity to the
monopole interaction is due to the fact that hyperfine interactions are seen by this method in
two different nuclear states. Hence, the solid-state effects influencing electron density on the
resonant nucleus are sampled. The electric monopole interaction is observed via the isomer
shift between two materials with resonant nuclei embedded in [1, 2]. The above shift is to
good approximation a product of the nuclear and electronic terms thanks to the fact that the
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electron absolute charge density is small compared to the nuclear charge density within the
nuclear volume [1]. It is important as well that the nuclear matter has very large stiffness and
therefore remains practically unperturbed by the electronic shells of the atom and its
surrounding. Therefore one can approximate nuclear charge distribution by the
homogeneously charged sphere, and one can assume that the electron density remains
constant within such sphere. Under such circumstances the isomer shift could be expressed as

)ρ(ρ αδ SA −= . Symbols Aρ  and Sρ  stand for the electron density on the resonant nucleus in
the absorber and source, respectively. Those are positive densities as they represent particle
densities instead of the charge densities. The calibration constant α  could be expressed as
follows provided the change of the nuclear radius during the transition between two nuclear
states is small compared in the absolute terms to the radius in either of these states:

)(ε)δ(α 00
22 E/RrcZe ><=  [1, 2]. The symbol Z  stands for the atomic number, e  denotes

positive elementary charge, c  stands for the speed of light in vacuum, >< 2r  represents mean
squared charge radius of the nucleus (formally in the state with the more compact nuclear
charge distribution), and Rδ  denotes relative change of the nuclear charge radius in the
transition. The last parameter is positive for the more compact charge distribution in the lower
energy nuclear state (ground state), and negative for the opposite cases. The symbol 0ε  stands
for the vacuum dielectric constant, while the symbol 00 >E  denotes transition energy
between nuclear states involved to good approximation. Therefore the calibration constant α
is positive for nuclei expanding during transition from the ground to the excited state, and
negative for nuclei contracting during such transition. Unfortunately the calibration constant
can neither be calculated nor measured reliably nowadays.

In principle there are several experimental methods being able to measure this constant, like
the exact determination of the lifetime for highly converted transitions, determination of the
respective conversion coefficients and spectroscopy of the muonic atoms. Unfortunately, all
of them require adoption of some nuclear models [2-6]. On the other hand, the calibration
constant could be determined in the almost nuclear model independent fashion calculating
electron charge density in the resonant nucleus position.

Many calculations of the electron charge density have been performed in the past for various
nuclei. Early attempts concentrated on the calculations for free atoms, ions or molecules
without taking into account solid-state effects [7, 8]. One has to bear in mind that the
Mössbauer spectroscopy is impossible on the free molecules, and therefore solid-state effects
are to be taken into account. Recently successful calculations taking into account solid-state
effects have been performed for keV8823 −.  transition in Sn119  [9], keV1537 −.  in Sb121

[10] and partly for the keV4835 −.  in Te125  [11]. All these calculations were performed for
non-magnetic compounds. For the most commonly used keV4114 −.  transition in Fe57  solid-
state effects have been taken into account in the work by Eriksson and Svane [12]. They used
linear muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). The choice of
compounds for the isomer shift calibration is also important, as one has to cover wide range of
shifts, select simple and well characterized structures, and pay attention to the eventual
disorder, i.e., one has to avoid non-stoichiometric systems or disordered alloys.

Therefore we have attempted a new calibration of the isomer shift for the keV4114 −.
transition in Fe57  by means of the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method
(FLAPW), which became the most accurate and reliable method to include solid-state effects
[13]. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with the computational method and
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choice of iron compounds, and section 3 discusses results. The electric field gradient tensor
(EFG) has been calculated as a by-product and compared with the available experimental
data, where applicable. EFG is very sensitive to the proper choice of the basis set, and hence it
could be used to control reliability of calculations.

2. Computational method, choice of compounds and results

Calculations have been performed within density functional theory (DFT) using the FLAPW
and augmented plane wave plus local orbitals (APW+lo) methods as implemented in the
WIEN2k code [14-16]. Fully relativistic spin dependent approach was applied. The APW+lo
extension was used for the valence electrons since it allows for the faster convergence at the
same high level of accuracy as the LAPW+lo approach. In the FLAPW and APW+lo methods
the wave functions are expanded into spherical harmonics inside non-overlapping atomic
spheres centered on the atomic sites of radius MTR , and in plane waves in the remaining space
of the unit cell (the so-called interstitial region between muffin tin spheres). The radii MTR
used in the calculations fall in the range a.u. 85202 .. −  for Fe and Ti, and a.u. 852641 .. −  for
halide anions. The maximum angular momenta l  for the expansion of the wave functions in
the spherical harmonics inside the muffin tin spheres were confined to 10=maxl . The wave
functions in the interstitial regions were expanded in plane waves with a cutoff of

)min(8 MTmax R/K = , while the magnitude of the largest vector in the Fourier expansion of the
charge density ( maxG ) was set to 21Ry 16 / . The APW+lo basis for 2 ,1 ,0=l  and the standard
LAPW expansion for higher angular momenta l  were used. States lying more than Ry 7
below Fermi level were treated as the core states.

Iron compounds are difficult as they are magnetically ordered in the ground state except
exotic spin states of iron. On the other hand, available computational methods deal with the
ground state of the system. In order to cover wide range of shifts it is desirable to choose high
spin +2Fe  and high spin +3Fe  compounds as they form enough stoichiometric and well
ordered structures. Additionally one has to choose ground state BCC Feα −  as it is used as a
reference point for the transition in question. Some perfectly ordered intermetallic compounds
could be taken into account as well. Poorly defined structures should be avoided.

We have chosen the following set of +2Fe  high spin compounds: )4(FeF 22 mnm/P  [17],

)3(FeCl2 mR
_

 [18], )13(FeBr2 mP
_

 [19] and )13(FeI2 mP
_

 [20]. They are antiferromagnetic
(AF) insulators in the ground state with relatively large EFG. Electric field gradient tensors
are axially symmetric for all of these compounds except 2FeF  [21]. All iron sites are
crystallographically equivalent in these compounds i.e. the primitive cell contains single iron

atom. On the other hand, for the +3Fe  high spin compound was chosen )3(FeF3 cR
_

, as it is
also stoichiometric AF insulator with single iron atom per primitive cell [22]. It seems that
this is the best-characterized compound within this class with the collinear magnetic structure
[23]. On the other hand, other compounds of this class may have non-collinear magnetic
arrangements and all of them have similar isomer shifts. Two metallic systems have been

chosen: )3TiFe( mPm
_

 [24] and )3Fe( mIm
_

. Iron is ferromagnetically ordered. Magnetism of
the above compounds is due to the iron moments aligned parallel (or anti-parallel) to >< 001

axis. On the other hand, )3TiFe( mPm
_

 does not order magnetically and it has negligible
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magnetic moment on either iron or titanium. Our calculations were carried out with the
experimental lattice constants (see Table 1 for details). The Brillouin zones of all insulators
were sampled with a regular mesh containing from 50 to 70 irreducible k  points, while for
metallic structures 286 irreducible k  points were taken per Brillouin zone. The convergence
of the quantities of interest with respect to the number of k  points and the basis size, the latter
determined by the maxMT KR  criterion was checked. At convergence the integrated difference
between the input and output charge densities was less than 35 /a.u. 10 x 5 e− . Number of radial
mesh points was kept in all calculations as 781. For the correlation and exchange potentials
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) was
used [25]. Strong on-site Coulomb interactions in the Fe d3  shell of halides were taken into
account by applying the Hubbard repulsion parameter U  and the on-site exchange interaction
constant J  in the form proposed by Anisimov et al. [26]. The same parameters eV 505.U =
and eV 950.J =  were applied to all halide structures. These values are representative of those
used for the Fe cation in other magnetic insulators [27]. Variation of the above parameters
was tested for 2FeCl . It was found that for eV 456.U =  and unchanged J  electron density
increases by 3a.u. 0180 −. . On the other hand, setting eV 505.U =  and eV 0=J  leads to the
increase of the electron density by 3a.u. 0640 −.  in comparison with the original value. Finally
setting eV 456.U =  and eV 0=J  results in the decrease of the electron density by

3a.u. 0030 −.  in comparison with the original value. These changes are small and do not affect
final results.

Table 1
Crystallographic data, the differences in electron densities Feρρ −A  and relative experimental
shifts FeSS A −  are listed for compounds taken into account. Electron densities and shifts are
shown versus metallic BCC Feα −  values. Lattice constants are given in Å, and angles are
given in degrees. Total electron density for BCC Feα −  amounts to

3
Fe0Fe a.u. 04615322ρ)(ρ −=≈= .Rr . The parameter Feρ  is determined within about % 30

accuracy (see for comparison Hartree-Fock results [7]) and it is the following function of the
charge nuclear radius r  (homogeneously charged sphere) )exp( ρρ)(ρ 10Fe r/Rr −+= . It was
found that 3

0 a.u. 714660ρ −= . , 3
1 a.u. 61775ρ −= .  and fm 9734.R = .

Compound Crystallographic data )(a.u. ρρ 3
Fe

−−A (mm/s) FeSS A −

)4(FeF 22 mnm/P [17]363  834 .c.a == 0735.− [21]4671.+

)3(FeCl2 mR
_

[18]
Cl 25430  5533α  206 .x..a === 7533.− [29]0931.+

)13(FeBr2 mP
_

[19]
Br 250  2236  7723 .z.c.a === 1564 .− [29]1201.+

)13(FeI2 mP
_

[20]
I 250  756  034 .z.c.a === 7502 .− [29]0441.+

)3(FeF3 cR
_

[22]
F 8360  58α  3625 .x.a === 7391.− [30]4890 .+

)3TiFe( mPm
_

[24]97602.a = 4410 .+ [31]1450.−

)3Fe( mIm
_

83112.a = 0 0

In order to calculate the electron contact densities on the Fe nucleus the region near the
nucleus having the radius of fm 89740 .R =  was applied. It corresponds to the radius of the
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homogeneously charged sphere 13131
0 070235221231 −− −+= A.A.A.R //  with the mass

number 57=A  [28]. For other elements the same expression was used replacing the mass
number of Fe57  by the integer nearest to the average mass number of the respective element.
The above expression is very similar to the Weizsäcker formula for the heavier nuclei.

Shifts S  quoted in Table 1 were measured at K 24.  for halides, while shift for metallic
system TiFe  is taken from the room temperature. Shift of BCC Feα −  is used as the
reference shift and therefore it is temperature independent in the present context. They all
include second order Doppler shift. Hence, the shift of the Table 1 is expressed as DS δδ += .
On the other hand, the second order Doppler term contributing to shift takes on the form

)2(δ 2 c/vD ><−=  [1], where the symbol >< 2v  stands for the mean squared velocity of the
resonant atom. The above expression reduces to the following one )2(δ mc/ED ><−=  in the
vicinity of the ground state and for harmonic motion. Symbol >< E  stands for the zero-point
motion energy and m  stands for the rest mass of the vibrating atom (formally in its ground
nuclear state). For finite temperatures and within the phonon approximation mean squared
velocity satisfies the following condition [1]:

∑ ∫ ∫
=

+∞ +∞

=







−
+







=><

3

1 0 0

2 . 1  ),(   with  ),( 
1)exp(
1)exp(   

2
  

j
jj

B TxDdxTxD
T/x
T/xxdx

m
kv

(1)
Here the symbol Bk  stands for the Boltzmann constant, the index j  enumerates three
mutually orthogonal directions and 0),( ≥TxD j  stands for the partial density of the phonon
states (DOS) contributing to the resonant atom vibrations along the thj −  axis at temperature
T . For low temperatures one can assume that the above DOS is practically temperature
independent. Mean squared velocity is also temperature independent at sufficiently low
temperatures. On the other hand, mean squared velocity takes on the following simple form
for sufficiently high temperature mTkv B /)3(2 >=<  according to the energy equipartition
principle. A difference between absorber and source second order Doppler shifts

)()( δδ S
D

A
DDS −=  is accessible experimentally. Hence, this contribution to the total shift

disappears in the first order approximation at high temperatures provided the source and
absorber have nearly the same temperature. Term DS  could be observed for source and
absorber kept both at low temperatures provided the zero-point motion energy is different for
source and absorber, respectively. We have calculated (Fe)δD  in the ground state by means of
the ab initio calculated Hellmann-Feynman forces [32]. The latter forces were used to
generate ground state DOS. It appears that this shift amounts to mm/s 110.− . Owing to the
fact, that differences in the zero-point motion energies within compounds considered are
about one order of magnitude smaller than the average zero-point motion energy one can
safely neglect corrections due to the second order Doppler shift. Usually the room
temperature total shift of Feα −  is used as the reference point. This shift differs from the
ground state shift by the thermally generated second order Doppler shift and by the electron
density change due to the thermal expansion. However this is a constant shift and it has no
influence on the calibration constant in the first order approximation. Generally, a thermal
expansion is small between ground state and room temperature, and hence room temperature
lattice constants (including angles) and atomic positions could be safely adopted provided
there is no structural phase transition within the above temperature range. Data point for room
temperature TiFe  is still on the straight line (see Figure 1) indicating that the total shift
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between ground state and room temperature is sufficiently small for this compound. Figure 1
shows experimental shift plotted versus difference in electron density for compounds used in
calibration.

Figure 1 Relative experimental shift plotted versus difference in electron density for various
compounds.

A resonant nuclear transition occurs here between ground nuclear state with spin and parity
)(

2
1)( −=π

gI  and the first excited state with the spin and parity )(
2
3)( −=π

eI . It is almost pure M1
transition [1]. Hence, the ground state remains doubly degenerated for non-vanishing EFG,
while the excited state splits into Kramers doublet provided magnetic interactions are absent
or very weak. Under such circumstances and for the microscopically random absorber one can
observe solely splitting of the excited state expressed as 3η1   6∆ 2 /|A| Q +=  [1]. The
quadrupole coupling constant is expressed to high accuracy here as

])12(4[/)( 0EIIecQVA eezzQ −= , while the asymmetry parameter is expressed as

zzyyxx VVV /)(η −= . Symbol Q  stands for the spectroscopic nuclear electric quadrupole
moment in the first excited state, while symbols xxV , yyV  and zzV  denote principal components
of the electric field gradient tensor on the nucleus. The following convention is applied

||  ||  || zzyyxx VVV ≤≤ , and therefore the asymmetry parameter satisfies the condition 1η0 ≤≤ .
For axially symmetric EFG one obtains 0η = . One has to remember that the EFG tensor is
always symmetric and traceless. Hence, the following relationship is always obeyed

0≡++ zzyyxx VVV . For the magnetically ordered state a hyperfine magnetic field could
appear, and therefore more information could be gained. Namely, the excited state hyperfine
non-scalar part of the Hamiltonian takes on the following form in the principal axes of EFG
[1]:

[ ] ( )[ ].   sinγ  cosγ  sinβ  cosβ    )    ( η    3    2222
yxzyxzQe aA IIIIIIIH ++−−+−=

(2)
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Symbols xI , yI  and zI  denote respective (excited state) nuclear spin projection operators on
the orthogonal principal axes of EFG, while the symbol I  stands for the total (excited state)
nuclear spin operator. Magnetic dipole coupling constant is well approximated by the form

0/)µ( EBcga Ne= . Symbol eg  stands for the effective nuclear giro-magnetic factor in the
nuclear state under consideration, Nµ  denotes nuclear magneton, and B  stands for the
absolute value of the magnetic hyperfine field on the nucleus. Angles β  and γ  denote polar
and azimuthal angle of the hyperfine field in the principal axes of EFG, respectively.
Hamiltonian described by the equation (2) allows determination of the sign of the quadrupole
coupling constant and asymmetry parameter under favorable conditions. Results for the EFG
calculations are summarized in Table 2 for the compounds with non-vanishing EFG. Electric
field gradient vanishes for the local symmetry being cubic. Hyperfine fields are very small in
the ground state of divalent halides except 2FeF  due to the cancellation of the contact, orbital
and dipolar contributions [33]. On the other hand, the quadrupole interaction is very small for

3FeF  [30]. Therefore the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant is determined
unambiguously solely for the non-axial case of 2FeF . The spin-orbit coupling (SO) has been
neglected in present calculations as it has negligible effect on the charge distribution. Hence,
the hyperfine fields for divalent halides have not been calculated except for divalent fluoride,
where the dominant contribution to the hyperfine field is due to the contact term. It appears
that for this compound xxV  is aligned with the hyperfine field, the latter being aligned with the

>< 001  axis. Hence, the angles of the equation (2) take on the following values for this
compound o90β =  and o0γ = . The SO contribution to the iron hyperfine field in 3FeF  is also
quite significant. For the metallic iron we have obtained hyperfine contact field T 434.  in
comparison with the experimental field at room temperature of T 033. .

Table 2
Calculated and experimental data are shown for the EFG in various compounds. Hyperfine
contact field is shown for divalent fluoride, where the SO and dipolar terms are relatively
small. Experimental quadrupole splitting exp∆  is shown with the sign of the coupling constant
for the unambiguous case of 2FeF .

Compound )V/m 10( 221
zzV η (mm/s) ∆ exp expη (T) B (T) expB

)4(FeF 22 mnm/P 7915.+ 30 . [21]852 .+ [21]40 . 836 . [21]923 .

)3(FeCl2 mR
_

087 .− 00 . [29]211.

)13(FeBr2 mP
_

646 .− 00 . [29]1321.

)13(FeI2 mP
_

364 .+ 00 . [29]9620.

)3(FeF3 cR
_

280 .− 00 . [30]0440.

Figure 2 shows experimental quadrupole splitting (absolute value of the splitting) versus
calculated effective electric field gradient /3η1  2+|V| zz .
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Figure 2 Experimental quadrupole splitting is plotted versus calculated effective electric field
gradient.

3. Discussion

Linear regression fit to the data of Figure 1 gives the isomer shift calibration constant of
-13 s mm a.u. )14(2910α .−= . Upon having excluded 2FeI  one obtains

-13 s mm a.u. )5(2850α .−= , while exclusion of 2FeBr  results in -13 s mm a.u. )15(3040α .−= .
Exclusion of both of the above compounds yields -13 s mm a.u. )2(2910α .−= . Similar linear
regression fit to the data of Figure 2 gives the nuclear quadrupole moment of b )1(170.Q += .
Errors quoted above are solely due to the errors of linear regression. Positive sign of the
quadrupole moment is determined from the 2FeF  data. Actual errors for both of the above
parameters (α  and Q ) are in fact larger than linear regression errors and they are about % 10
due to the various approximations used and uncertainty of the experimental data.

Previous values for the isomer shift calibration constant determined by means of the electron
density calculations varied from -13 s mm a.u. 110α .−=  [34] to -13 s mm a.u. 620α .−=  [35] for
the transition considered here. Our value is very close to the value obtained by Trautwein et
al. [36]. All of the above calculations have been performed neglecting solid-state effects.
Ericksson and Svane [12] obtained -13 s mm a.u. 220α .−=  using method similar to the method
used by us with the solid-state effects accounted for. Similar calculations albeit without
determination of the calibration constant and for non-relativistic electrons have been
performed by Akai et al. [37]. Detailed review of the previous attempts aimed at the
determination of the calibration constant for the keV4114 −.  transition in Fe57  by means of
the electron density calculation is given in Ref. [7].

The electric quadrupole moment of the first excited state of Fe57  has been estimated in the
early days of the Mössbauer spectroscopy as lying in between b 150.Q +=  and b 280.Q +=
[38]. Calculations performed later on and some comparisons with the nuclear models
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suggested b 0820.Q +=  [39, 40]. However detailed calculations performed by Dufek et al.
[38] with the solid-state effects accounted for lead to b 160.Q +=  in excellent agreement with
our value.
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